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Abstract
The most famous and sought after

of all coins from antiquity include
Constantine the Great's SPES
PVBLIC coinage. These small bronze
coins were issued 321 -328 AD at Con-
stantine's new capital-to-be Constan-
tinopolis. They are the first coins said
to carry an unequivocally Christian
message from the emperor to his sub-
jects. They are hard to get, and a SPES
PVBLIC is usually the star of any nu-
mismatic collection. Recently, a num-
ber of ingenious forgeries of SPES
PVBLIC coins have come on the mar-
ket. These forgeries have deceived
every numismatist that has handled
them, and they pose a threat to collec-
tors and researchers alike. This paper
examines these forgeries, to date the
most skilled known of Late Roman
Bronzes, and explains how they were
produced.

Introduction
Candidates for the single most writ-

ten about type of coin from antiquity
include celebrities like Brutus' Ides of
March denarius and the Syracusan
Demareteion dekadrachm. However,
the title may go to a small and rather
inconspicuous late Roman bronze
coin, the SPES PVBLIC issue of Con-
stantine the Great (301-337 AD). Its
fame rests not with its artistic merit or
exceptional nominal or commercial
value but with its message. It is the
lirst coin said to carry an unequivo-

idly described in the sixth-century
Chronicle of John Malalas. An unpar-
alleled variety of coins and medallions
were produced for this event, and the
existing coinage was replaced by new
types (Ramskold and Lenski submitted).

The mint of Constantinopolis was
already established early in 326 AD as

evidenced by scarce coins of Crispus
and Fausta, both executed later that
year. The discovery of a VOT XXX
coin (CNG 35, lot 989; again in Tri-
ton VIII, ).ot 1247) from Constantinop-

Figure 1-RlC Vll Constantinopolis no. 19. Nu-
mismatica Ars Classica 2008, Auction 46, Iot 711,
2.88 grams. Enlarged photo courtesy of Numis-
matica Ars Classica NAC AG.

olis indicates that the mint was pro-
ductive no later than July 326 AD. The
presence of anepigraphic "schaud-
enare" (RIC VIi Constantinopolis nos.
13-14; Schucke 1989), thought to be
struck at the emperor's visit, may in-
dicate that coinage began with Con-
stantine's visit to Constantinopolis in
March 326 AD (Codex Th. ii. 10. 4).
This agrees with the early spring dat-
ing of the execution of Crispus for-
warded by Barnes (1982).

Bruun (1966, in RIC VII) assigned
the early bronze issues of Constanti-
nopolis to three series, minted326-328
AD. The first is characterized by nor-
mal types occurring in most mints. The
legend for the emperor is the short
CONSTANTINVS AVG. The two fol-
lowing series are dominated by newly
created types unique for Constantinop-
olis, including GLORIA EXERCIT-
VS. GLORIA ROMANORVM, LIB-
ERTAS PVBLICA, ANd SPES
PVBLIC. The obverse carries the head
of the emperor, with a laurel-wreath
in the earlier series (see Fig. I ) and
with a rosette-diadem in the later one
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Highly Deceptive Forgeries of
Constantine's SPES PVBLIC Coinage

cally Christian message from the em-
peror to his subjects. At the time of
production, this coin may have met
little interest, positive or negative, but
today it is seen as being of high sym-
bolic value. Because of their relative
rarity. SPES PVBLIC specimens are
highly sought after. Some examples
reside in museum collections, but an

avercge of one to two new specimens
come on the market every year. Fine
examples have fetched high prices at
auction (US$8,000-$12,000). This has
brought the attention of high-
ly skilled forgerers, and re-
cently four deceptive SPES
PVBLIC forgeries have come
on the market.

The SPES PVBLIC type:
This belongs to the early is-
sues from the mint of Constan-
tinopolis. The city was first
conceived by Constantine af-
ter he had defeated Licinius I
at Chrysopolis in 324 AD (at
present Uskiidar in greater
Istanbul, across the Bosphorus
from Byzantium, on which
Constantine built his city).
According to Themistius,
Constantine initiated the construction
of the new city walls in conjunction
with the proclamation of Constantius
II as Caesar on 8 November 324 AD.
There was possibly some formal foun-
dation of the city rn 326 AD (Bendall
2002). Its foundation is regarded as

one of the turning points of western
civilization (Bruun 1966:562). After
six years of intense building activity,
the official dedication of the city took
place on the 11 May 330 AD, as viv-
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(see Fig. 2). The legend for both is
CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG.

The reverse of the SPES PVBLIC
type carries the legend horizontally
and shows Constantine's famous la-
barum. This was the military standard
adopted by him after his vision the day
before the battle of the Milvian bridge
(Lactantius, Ch.44) in 312AD. The
labarum of Constantine was an ad-
aptation of the already existing cav-
alry standard of the Roman army;
the pagan emblems were merely
replaced by Christian symbols (Eu-
sebius: Vita Constantini, I:26). It
consisled ol a gilt spear carrying a

square, richly embroided cloth.
Above the banner was a Chi-Rho
within a wreath. The spear also car-
ried medallions of Constantine and
his children. On the SPES PVBLIC
coin, three medallions are placed on
the banner itself rather than on the
spear as described by Eusebius (op.
cit.). Later coins showing the Ia-
barum or similar standards, like the
common GLORIA EXERCITVS
bronzes, have the medallions placed
on the spear below the banner.

The spear rests on a snake. The usu-
al interpretation is that it pierces the
snake. The alternative, that a benevo-
lent snake carries the staff on its back

(Tameanko 2004) is less likely be-
cause of the posture of the snake. To
my knowledge, when snakes were de-
picted in antiquity as carrying some-
thing on their back they hold up the
head. The snake on the SPES PVBLIC
coins has a limp head hanging down,
apparently indicating that it is dead.
The snake is usually interpreted as

Figure 2-RlC Vll Constantinopolis no. 26. Helios
2008, Auction 1, lot 575, 3.25 grams. Enlarged
photo courtesy of Helios Numismatik GmbH.

symbolizing Licinius I, Constantine's
former co-regent, finally defeated by
Constantine at the battle of Chrysop-
olis in 324 AD and executed the fol-
lowing year. The symbolism of the
snake may have been ambiguous to
the public at the time, because snakes
were traditionally regarded as bene-

ficial. Their association with evil was
introduced by the Judeo-Christian tra-
dition, which was not yet dominating
the Roman society.

The appearance of the SPES
PVBLIC type must have occurred
within six months or less of the exe-
cution of Constantine's eldest son Cris-
pus and the emperor's wife Fausta, and

their followers in 326 AD. If the
snake symbolizes victory over an
evil enemy, it seems most unwise
to create the type soon after the
slaughter of several members of the
imperial family and scores of their
supporters (Vagi 1999). How could
the public know that Licinius was
intended and not Crispus or Faus-
ta? Licinius was defeated a few
years earlier, but the Crispus and
Fausta turmoil was very recent.
Christian chronicles have put the
emphasis on the pagan Licinius and
treated the Crispus and Fausta trag-
edy with silence. However. it was

normal at the time for the emperor to
execute his enemies, but hardly to ex-
ecute his family. For ordinary people,
the execution of Licinius was natural,
but the killing of family members and
their followers must have stunned ev-
eryone (Tameanko 2004). That was the
big news on everyone's lips, not Li-
cinius. The interpretation of the snake
as Licinius cannot be upheld, nor its
interpretation as a symbol of paganism.

At the time. the Christian meaning
of the Chi-Rho was by no means self-
evident (e.g. Bruun 1962, 1965). Yery
few, if any, Christian occurrences of
the Chi-Rho symbol predate Constan-
tine's vision of 3I2 AD, and less than
a handful of occurrences can be dated
as earlier than the SPES PVBLIC coin
of 321AD (Bruun 1965). The labarum
must have been seen as a symbol of
the emperor's power, not as a symbol
heralding the victory of Christianity
over paganism, personified by Licin-
ius and symbolized by a snake. All the
other new reverse types introduced at
Constantinopolis carried reassuring
and positive messages, as does indeed
SPES PVBLIC, meaning, "Hope for
the People." Its logical interpretation
is a common theme in Roman numis-
matics: the emperor's power brings
hope to the people. SPES PVBLIC (or
SPES PVBLICA) is a very common re-
verse type under many emperors. In
Constantine's coin, only already Chris-
tian individuals would be able to read
the implicit message that the emper-
or's power derived from Christ and that
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the snake was the symbol of evil.
Whether that evil was Licinius or
Fausta or some entirely different ene-
my was up to anyone's preference.
Perhaps the real message of this coin
still eludes us.

The SPES PVBLIC coins are al-
most unique in providing physical
evidence for Constantine's em-
bracement of Christianity. The only
other coin in the entire, vast Con-
stantinian coinage said to show an
official Chi-Rho is a silver medal-
lion from Ticinum from 315 AD
(the few other occurrences of Chi-
Rhos can be attributed to individu-
al celators rather than to imperial
decree). The identification of the
Chi-Rho on the Ticinum medallion
is, in the author's view, dubious,
and in any event, the medallions
were clearly intended for special
distribution to deserving individuals,
so the spread of the message must have
been very restricted. The SPES PVBLIC
issue, on the other hand, was part of the
normal bronze coinage, although mint-
ed at Constantinople only, and its mes-
sage was for the general public.

During the first years, the output
from the mint of Constantinopolis was
small but not markedly so. In the var-

ious bronze series of 326 and321 AD,
no type is listed as common in RIC.
Most are rated as r5-r3 (rarity 5 to rar-
ity 3), meaning from I to 6 specimens
known to Bruun when he wrote RIC
VII, published in 1966. He relied
mainly on museum collections in Eu-

Figure 3-Forgery A after cleaning, 2.99 grams.
Enlarged photo by the author. See also H. D.

Rauch Summer Auktion 2007, Iot 1 179.

rope, but he did not include, for ex-
ample, the large collections in Spain
or USA, so the rarities are only indic-
ative. In addition, a vast quantity of
new material has come to light after
1966, especially in the last decades,
with the advent of metal detecting and
the opening up of Eastern Europe. The
early Constantinopolis bronze coins

are no rarer than others. In fact, even
as listed in RIC VII, their rarity is a
chimaera since almost every page is
completely dominated by coins rated
15 to 13, with only few coins rated as

common.
In articles and auction catalogues,
the SPES PVBLIC issue is invari-
ably stated to be extremely rare.
That is not so. In the last decade, an
average of one to two SPES
PVBLIC coins per year has ap-
peared on the open market. Of the
two previously known types, RIC
no. 19 is now known from perhaps
fifty specimens (the author's esti-
mate; Bruun 1962 and 1966 lists
only two specimens), and RIC no.
26 from at least five specimens (Br-
uun knew of a single specimen
only). The type is less frequent than
the other simultaneously introduced
new types, but most of the apparent

rarity is caused by the fact that the type
was struck only at one mint, Constan-
tinopolis. Otber types that were like-
wise struck at a single mint have a sim-
ilar relative rarity. A case well known
to the author is the unique series of
types minted at Rome in 318-320 AD
(RIC VII Rome nos. 143-224). Of
these, there are at the moment 46 types
(i.e. RIC entries, disregarding offici-
nae) known from single specimens,
and a further 20 types known fuom2-3
specimens. The SPES PVBLIC coins
are quite common in comparison to
those really rare types. A preliminary
die study by the author on the SPES
PVBLIC coins shows that at least 20
reverse dies were used, each capable
of striking thousands or tens of thou-
sands of coins. Naturally, only a frac-
tion ofthese have survived until today.
But the common idea that the SPES
PVBLIC type was struck in unusually
small numbers or withdrawn for rea-
son of being provocative (see discus-
sion in Bruun 1962) can be laid to rest.

The SPES PVBLIC forgeries: The
abundance of forgeries is well known
to everyone involved with ancient
coins. Traditionally, most forgeries
have been of gold and silver coins, but
also of Roman sestertii. The relatively
small and usually inconspicuous and
inexpensive Late Roman Bronzes
(LRB) have not been receiving the
forgerers' attention until fairly recent-
ly. I will not discuss here the flood of
struck fakes pouring out of the Balkans
in bags of "uncleans" because they are
easily detected. I will concentrate on a
few examples of highly skilled and
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deceptive forgeries that I have discov-
ered. These forgeries have all been
sold through highly respected numis-
matic dealers and auction houses, who
have been deceived by the skilled tech-
nical execution of the forgeries. Forg-
ing techniques include highly imagi-
native and exceedingly skilled re-cut-
ting oi genuine but common coin
types. and ol course repatination.

Figure 4-Unofficial "barbarous" imitation. CNG
2002, Auction 60, lot 1902, 1.20 grams. Enlarged
photo courtesy of Classical Numismatic Group, lnc.

Forgery A (Figs. 3, 6): Two well
preserved SPES PVBLIC specimens
were offered for sale by a highly re-
spected dealer at the 2001 American
Numismatic Convention, and they
were acquired by the author. One of

the coins was a genuine RIC No. 19,
but the other (see Fig. 3 on page 22)
did not correspond to the known vari-
eties. It differed on the obverse from
the previously known types, RIC VII
Constantinopolis No. 19 and No. 26.
Like No. 19 it had a laureate head of
the emperor, but it carried the short
legend CONSTANTINVS AVG, lack-
ing the MAX of the two known issues.

This was the short leg-
end of the first bronze
issue from Constanti-
nople, and I thought I
had discovered a

SPES PVBLIC from
that first issue. One
reason that I was not
at first suspicious was
that I already had a

SPES PVBLIC speci-
men with the short
legend CONSTANT-
INVS AVG (see Fig.
4). That specimen,
however, was a small,

apparently unofficial contemporary
"barbarous" imitation. Another exam-
ple of this type of imitation, also with
the short legend, probably from the
same dies, was published by Thirion
1969 (see Fig. 5). Thirion's example

is indistinguishable from two cast cop-
ies in the British Museum collection
(Coll. L. A. Lawrence 1950, No. 10-
6-1494, and Coll. P. D. Whitting 1958,
No. 1-9-112). The mold for these iden-
tical copies was likely taken from a

second, genuine example of an unof-
ficial contemporary "barbarous" imi-
tation probably struck from the same
dies as the first mentioned specimen.

F i g u re 5-U noff ici al "ba rb a rou s" i m itati on. I I I u stra-
tion from Thirion 1969. Two identical casts are
preserved in the BM (see text).

So the discovery of a genuine, official
coin with the short obverse legend, and
thus from the first Constantinopolis
issue, was not unexpected.

The new coin was examined in de-
tail under stereo microscope. The sur-
face was carefully tested with various
solvents and mechanical instruments.
The obverse appeared to be in origi-
nal condition, with a very thin protec-
tive wax layer applied. Constantine's
portrait was atypical for Constantinop-
olis, lacking the strongjaw and hooked
nose, but reasonably similar to the
definitely early VOT XXX coin, so
that was not a major concern. The re-
verse was more problematic. The orig-
inal emerald patina was present on
most protruding parts but only on
some areas of the flat background sur-
face. Where the patina was missing.
the surface was covered by dark wax,
which was removed by me, underneath
which the copper surface was covered
by a thin, dark, slightly brittle layer
ol the kind produced by heat oxida-
tion ofcopper. Since the original pati-
na would not have survived heating to
the degree where such oxidation is
formed, it is likely that the layer is an
artificially applied patina of unknown
composition. Before the patina was
applied, the edges of many letters and
parts of the labarum and spear ap-
peared to have been enhanced by re-
cutting, and parts of the background
surface to have been smoothed. The
possibility that the entire reverse had
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been re-cut from another type like, say,

a so-called campgate was considered,
but careful comparisons with all possi-
ble types did not reveal any that would
be suitable for such re-cutting. Both
weight and thickness seemed to preclude
such extensive re-cutting. Al1
pros and cons considered, it ap-
peared that the coin was genuine
although pafily re-cut.

A solution to the authentici-
ty question then presented it-
self. If the reverse was turned
180', a striking similarity to
some campgate coins was evi-
dent. Comparing the coin to my
collection of campgates, it soon
became apparent that some of
the campgates struck at the mint
of Siscia showed a near identi-
cal obverse to the SPES
PVBLIC coin. Rotating the re-
verse upside down. it was possi-
ble to see how a labarum could
be carved out of the gate. Since
the raised lines and spots carrying orig-
inal patina must be remains of the orig-
inal design, the extent ofthese were plot-
ted onto photos of the SPES PVBLIC
coin (see Fig. 6). It immediately turned
out that all such raised parts matched
the raised parts on a campgate coin.

The SPES PVBLIC thus turned out
to be a PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG
campgate coin from the Siscia mint,
with its obverse left intact but its re-
verse turned 180' and re-cut into a

SPES PVBLIC reverse. The "N" of

Figure i-Forgery A. Left: Reverse rotated 180'; Right:
Remnants of campgate, star and legend outlined. En-
larged photos by the author.

PROVIDEN had been used for the
snake's head, the Chi-Rho was carved
from letters of the mintmark, the E in
SPES was carved from the upper right
corner of the gate, and so on. Where
there were no suitable raised features,
the necessary parts were carved from

the flat background. Such parts are
revealed by their markedly lower re-
lief compared to parts where already
existing raised areas could be utilized.
The forgerers had chosen a coin struck
on a fairly thick flan, so that the low-

ering of the entire background
surface did not make the coin
suspiciously thin. It's weight af-
ter re-cutting (2.98 grams) was
still within normal variation. Af-
ter re-cutting, the coin was repa-
tinated where necessary, and var-
ious waxes were applied. AII of
this was done in a painstaking
detail, and clearly a master en-
graver was doing the re-cutting.

I contacted the dealer's com-
pany, and they soon accepted the
return of the coin due to lack of
authenticity. My offer to buy it
for a lesser amount, for further
study, could not be met since the
dealer could return the coin to
the original owner against reim-

bursement. I expressed my fear that
the coin might come up for sale again,
a fear that soon came true.

Some months later the re-cut SPES
PVBLIC appeared in the auction of the
well-respected firm H. D. Rauch in
Vienna (Auction Summer 2001 , lot
1119). I contacted the company, and
after they were shown that the coin
was re-cut, they decided to withdraw
the coin from the auction. It has not.
to my knowledge, re-appeared on the
market yet, but it surely will, if it
hasn't already been sold privately to
some unsuspecting collector.

Forgery B (Fig 7): A year later,
another SPES PVBLIC specimen
came on the market (see Fig. 7 on page
28). At the COINEX in London, I re-
ceived a catalogue of Artemide Aste's
upcoming Auction 22 (11 October
2008). Lot 219 was illustrated as a
very suspicious-looking SPES
PVBLIC. I had my computer with me
and could show the Artemide staff
numerous images of genuine and fake
SPES PVBLIC coins. As a conse-
quence, the coin was withdrawn from
the auction.

I have not personally examined the
Artemide specimen, but Dr. Bruno
Moretti of Artemide has generously
sent high-resolution images. It appears
that the coin was produced in the same
way as the first fake. A PROVIDEN-
TIAE AVGG campgate, possibly
from Siscia, has been re-cut. The
obverse carries the short legend
CONSTANTINVS AVG, and the
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head is of Siscian style. The reverse
is not quite as fineiy re-cut as in the
first specimen, but still weli enough
to be highly deceptive.

To my knowledge, the coin has not
resurfaced, but unless it has been de-
stroyed, it surely will.

Figure 7-Forgery B. Artemide Aste 2008, Auc-
tion 22, lot 279, 2.93 grams. Enlarged photo cour-
tesy of Artemide Aste S.R"L.

Forgery C (Figs. 8, 9): in connec-
tion with the numismatic auctions in
Miinich, Germany, in October 2008, I
was offered a SPES PVBLIC coin by
a Bulgarian dealer. Although I could
only examine the coin briefly, I could
take some digital images with a small
macro-camera (see Fig. 8). The coin
was very clearly re-cut, and my offer
to buy it as a fake was not accepted.

Later, this fake re-appeared, in the
Gerhard Hirsch Nachfolger Auction

Figure 8-Forgery C. Photo by the author. Weight
unknown. See also Gerhard Hirsch Nachfolger
2008, Auction 260, lot 2272.

260,1ot 2212. I contacted the
company and informed it about
the forgery. After renewed in-
spection by Gerhard Hirsch staff,
the coin was accepted to be a

forgery and was withdrawn from
the auction.

This forgery is of far
lower quality than the
first two. Apparently a
genuine coin has been
used, but it is so exten-
sively re-cut that the
original type cannot be
determined. The obverse
legend is the correct, long
one, CONSTANTINVS
MAX AVG, but every-
thing else is wrong. The
hair has been re-cut (no
pun intended) and looks
like a poor wig; the

wreath-ties are totally wrong, the eye
looks as if taken from an Athenian
owl; the ear, the nose, it's all re-cut.
The reverse is even worse. The entire
pearl-ring has been obliterated, and the
poorly smoothed background slopes
down toward the re-cut legend, which
in oblique light appears to be carved
out in a ditch (see Fig. 9). The only
nice thing about this fake is the false
patination, which is well done.

Forgery D (Fig. 10): Very recent-
ly, a fourth SPES
PVBLIC forgery ap-
peared on the market,
offered by Gorny &
Mosch in Auction 181
(13 October 2009), lot
2493. The obverse
legend is CONSTAN-
TINVS AVG, lacking
the MAX. Several fea-
tures indicate that this
is a forgery (see Fig.
10), where a genuine
coin has been used.
The obverse shows

Figure 9-Forgery C. Reverse rotated 180".
Note "trench" around legend and poor smooth-
ing between snake and banner. Enlarged pho-
to by the author.

Constantine with a laurel wreath in a

style common at eastern mints such as

Thessalonika, but never seen in Con-
stantinopolis coins. The reverse is
clearly re-cut in the same way as the
other forgeries. The forgerer displays
a limited understanding of the imag-
ery. For example, the horizontal staff
from which the labarum is hanging
shows terminations looking like Mick-
ey Mouse ears at an angle from the
staff rather than rounded ends. Still,

Figure 1)-Forgery D. Gorny & Mosch Giessener
Munzhandlung 2009, Auction 181, lot 2493, 2.17
grams. Enlarged photo courtesy of Ltibke &

Wiedemann KG, Stuttgart.

the forgery is clever enough to de-
ceive. After I pointed out this forgery
to Gorny & Mosch, I was told that it
would be withdrawn from the auction.

A Re-cut Trier coin (Fig. 11): An-
other skilled forgery is presented here
to show that deceptive forgeries of
Constantinian bronzes are not restrict-
ed ro SPES PVBLIC issues. A rare and
highly sought after coin of Crispus
(Caesar, 316-326), eldest son of Con-
stantine, has been discovered by me
to be re-cut. This, here called Coin I
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(see Fig. 1 1 ), was sold a few years ago
as an undescribed variety from Trier
(Gorny & Mosch Giessener Miinzhan-
dlungAuction 130, lot 2358, and again
in Auction 142,lot2985). That is cor-
rect, but some of its uniqueness is due
to re-cutting of parts of the obverse.
That fact became apparent when a die-

Figure 11-Bronze ,E 3, Trier RIC VII unlisted,
struck 323 AD. Shield on obverse re-cut to form
cuirass. Gorny & Mosch Giessener Mtinzhand-
lung 2004, Auction 130, lot 2358, and also 2005,
Auction 142, lot 2985, 2.30 grams. Enlarged pho-
to courtesy of Llibke & Wiedemann KG, Stuttgart.

Comparison of the two coins (the
first from good illustrations, the sec-
ond available at hand) shows that Coin
t has been re-cut. The coin was partly
inadequately preserved (or flatly
struck), and apparently too little ofthe
shield was present for its recognition.
The coin was re-cut in order to com-

plete the bust and en-
hance the quality and
thus the value (the so-
called horse-coins are
among the most ex-
pensive LRB coins).
The engraver did a de-
centjob, but the result
is nothing like the
original. The latter,
unknown to the en-
graver, is shown by
Coin 2. It is indeed an
undescribed type,
with a bust type whol-
ly unlisted in RIC VII.
It may be described as

the O in VO/TIS; the distance from the
upper left altar margin to the letters of
the legend). It is not certain if these
differences are due to re-cutting or if
two different dies were used. Howev-
er, the dies are otherwise seemingly
identical, and I'm therefore inclined
toward the first option, re-cutting.

Figure 12-Bronze E 3, Trier RIC Vll unlisted,
struck 323 AD. Shield on obverse is original, 3.95
grams. Enlarged photo by the author.

New patina is easy to apply to a
bronze coin. Coin I was first stated as

having black patina, and in the next
sale the patina was listed as green.
Coin 2 has a dark brown patina, which
at least partly is a modern addition.
Since Coin 1 was re-cut, it is certain
that new patina was applied to at least
the re-cut parts.

Conclusion
Some master forgerers (and many

less talented ones) are at work. Some
of the coins they produce are so de-
ceptive that almost no one will realize
that they are forgeries. If this produc-
tion of highly deceptive forgeries was
restricted to the SPES PVBLIC coins,
not much harm would be done. How-
ever, that is not the case. The other
very skilled forgery presented above
shows that the authenticity of no coin
can be taken for granted.

The most disturbing fact is that
these coins have not been recognized
as forgeries by the experienced and
honest dealers and numismatic experts
who have catalogued them for auc-
tions. The author's expertise is restrict-
ed to Constantinian coins. It is highly
likely that equally deceptive forgeries
would be found in all fields of numis-
matics if the coins were examined tru-
ly closely (indeed, an avalanche of
forgeries are found all the time, but
very few of the quality and ingenuity
of those described here). In the au-
thor's opinion, it is impossible to as-
certain authenticity of a bronze coin
without thorough study under a stereo

fol-
lows:

H 15 left: Helmeted, cui-
matched coin, here called Coin 2 (see rassed, r. hand holding horse by bri-
Fig. 12), was acquired by the author dle, shield on 1. arm.
in 2008. The latter coin shows a large The two reverses are exceedingly
shield held on the left shoulder, where- similar, but there appears to be a few
as Coin 1 shows a cuirass but no small differences (the position of the
shield. crescent in the mintmark; the size of
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microscope together with comparison
of other similar examples. Only
through recognition, rejection, and
exposure of forgeries can we hope to
halt this threat to not only collectors
but to the entire field of numismatics.
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